Kona Seating Collection

Oh, the places you will sit. Whether your ideal landing spot is a lounge chair, sectional, pouf, or perch, The Kona Seating Collection has got your back (and your behind). Adaptable, functional, and just plain fun, add these pieces to any space for a setting that will draw people in.
Make it Mod

Modular, that is. With a bevy of flexible components, you can count on Kona Sectional to take shape however you need it. Work your best angle with 45° pieces, take a load off in the classic club chair, or get wrapped up in a wrap-around sectional. Let your creativity run wild to make Kona your own.
Let It Slide

A long-time Hightower Studio favorite, Kona Pouf will be your partner in crime no matter the occasion. With its easy-to-grab handle and glide-friendly leather bottom, pull up a pouf wherever you need to take a quick seat. Sprinkle some pous throughout your space to be ready for work, play, or just to kick your feet up (you deserve it).

Raise the Pouf

You’ve met the Pouf. But have you met the Perch? When you’re looking to take your touch-down space to new heights, Kona Perch will be at the ready. The higher seat keeps people engaged at eye level, whether sitting or standing. Pop a Perch into a bar-height workspace to add a fun and sought-after seat for getting things done.
Meet in the Middle

Seat Your Heart Out

Find a soft spot to land anywhere with the wide range of options offered by the Kona Seating Collection.

For a full list of configuration options and the most up-to-date product information, visit our website at hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

- Club Chair
- Chaise Lounge with Arms
- 2-Seat Settee
- 3-Seat Sofa
- L-Shaped Sectional
- Square Pouf
- Round Pouf
- X-Large Perch with Power Addition

PLAYS WELL WITH:

- Kona Laptop Table
- Kona Table
- Linden Standing Table
- Ruby Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.